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A-4699 61st Street  •  Holland, MI 49423

1-866-439-0540  •  www.nusourcecorp.com

Make your source...

Simpla Walk Behind
Floor Scrubber
NU20ASB, NU20ASBT,
NU20ASCB

Specifications

Battery type: 12 volt, 140 AH, deep cycle
System: 24 volt total
Run time: Up to 3 hours
Length: 51”
Width: 23”
Height: 40”
Weight: 205 lbs
Solution tank: 14 gallons
Recovery tank: 15 gallons
Drive: NU20ASB - Brush assist

NU20ASBT - Traction drive
NU20ASCB - Traction drive

Construction: Rotationally molded polyethylene
Powder coated steel

Warranty: 12 - 3 warranty
Includes: 2 - 12 volt 140 AH batteries

Automatic battery charger
Squeegee assembly
1 20” pad driver or 2 nylon
cylindrical brushes

Versatile

The NuSource Simpla 20” auto scrubber offers a platform body design with 3 different scrub head

options.  The 20” disc brush is available with a traction drive system or a manual brush assist

model.  Grouted tile, uneven floors or other surfaces that have light debris that requires sweeping can be

accomplished by the Simpla 20” cylindrical brush with variable speed traction drive.  The disc scrubber offers

a unique spin on/spin off pad driver that makes installing the pad drive a ‘no touch’ process.  The cylindrical

brushes can be removed without tools through the easily opening side panel.

Operator Features

The recovery tank drain hose is 20” off the ground, facilitating easy draining into buckets or into slop sinks.

The control panel is ergonomically designed with large lighted controls, a left or right hand gear shift control

and an adjustable height control panel.  Solution recovery is second to none with the exclusive squeegee

assembly and heavily weighted bracket that works to leave the surface dry and immediately usable.  The

Simpla series is a great option for all small to medium scrubbing applications.


